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Abstract: A review is made of recent results concerning the convergence properties of the Punctual Pade Approximant method. The 
technique involves the use of Shanks’ non-linear transformations of the sequence of partial sums of the series under consideration. 
which is actually equivalent to using ordinary Pade approximants at a particular point. Previous theorems are extended and stated 
more generally, so that they may be of use in other areas. besides that of potential scattering theory for which they were originally 
intended. The results show the value of the approach as a convergence acceleration method when dealing with convergent series. and 
as a regularization procedure otherwise. 
1. Introduction 
In recent papers [1,2,3] we have studied the application of the Punctual Pade Approximant (PPA) 
method as a summation procedure for series expansions in Legendre polynomials, of interest in potential 
scattering. In the course of the developments, several theorems were proved regarding the formal 
convergence properties of the approach. Moreover, its numerical efficiency was shown when summating the 
partial wave expansion of the scattering amplitude for a variety of potentials [4.15]. Its utility, however, is 
not restricted to Legendre expansions. Our results can be relevant to the case of an arbitrary given infinite 
series such that its sequence of partial sums has a similar asymptotic behaviour to those in our theorems. 
This report intends to be an overview of these results, including them in more general theorems, in such a 
way that they may be of valuable use in other areas of physics and applied mathematics. 
2. Transformation of series and sequences 
An important source for the recent interest in non-linear transformations of series and sequences is the 
work of Shanks [5]. From the point of view of their formal convergence properties, he visualizes a given 
sequence {S,} in terms of a base and a mathematical transient. The base is the limit (anti-limit) of the 
convergent (non-convergent) sequence, while the transient refers to the part of its intrinsic structure that 
makes it difficult to approach the base when r + cc. He then proposes to find a transformation procedure 
for (S,) which will tend to ‘filter’ the transient, while preserving the base. With that purpose, he introduced 
the E,,( S,) (n >, 0) n th order transformation, as a formal generalization of Aitken’s extrapolation formula, 
which corresponds to n = 1. For a given sequence (f,), r = 0, 1, 2,. . . , it is given in a compact form by 
E,,(f,) = %‘IUJ/~!“‘{A2f,)~ (2.1) 
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where ;j.°fr = fr' ;j.Pfr = ;j.p-1fr+ 1- ;j.p-1fr for p > 0, and the H1') are the Hankel determinants defined by
fs fs+1 fHk-1
"HY){fr} = fs+1 fs+2
fsH
fs+k-l fsH fs+2k-2
for k > °and HJS){!,.} == 1.
These transformations are non-linear and can be visualized through an interesting geometrical picture
introduced by Johnson [6]. Moreover, they are simply related to the Pade approximants [7] (PAs) to the
senes
00
with bn = fn - fn-I for n > 0, and bo = fo. It can be easily shown that
EnUm) = [n + mjn]dl) (2.2)
where [n + mjn]C<I), the so-called PPA, is the [n + mjn]C<z) PA to C(z) calculated at z = 1. By noting
the relation between PAs and continued fractions to a given function defined by its power series expansion
[8], the transformation procedure is also closely related to a 'punctual' continued fraction approach
recently proposed as a series summation technique [9].
A useful property of the transformations can be readily verified from (2.1). If a and f3 are constants,
then for f3 "* °
(2.3)
The interest in this property lies in the fact that frequently the sequence {Sr} we are dealing with can be
shown to have an asymptotic representation
Sm-a+[3fm' m~oo.
Here a will typically be the base of the sequence {Sr} (which we are interested in calculating, and hence we
do not know), while {f3fr} represents the asymptotical mathematical transient (which we do know). This
situation arises, for example, when {Sr} is the sequence of partial sums of a given convergent series
l.e.
00
Sm=a- L ai'
i~m+1
such that the asymptotic behaviour (for m ~ (0) of the infinite sum on the right-hand side can be
evaluated I. In the general case, our main interest is to prove whether a transformation exists such that
En(fm) ~°faster thanfm' if fm ~°(convergent {Sm})' or even En(fm) ~°when Um} is divergent or purely
oscillating (non-convergent {Sm})' This is actually the main idea of the 'filtering' mechanism briefly referred
to above.
Shanks' transformations are rather difficult to be evaluated by using the determinantal quotients of
(2.n, particularly so, for large values of n. It is then very important, from the practical point of view, that
recurrent methods exist for their calculation 2 such as Wynn's Epsilon [10] and Bauer's Eta [11] algorithms.
I See [1-3], for specific examples involving sequences of partial sums of both convergent and non-convergent series.
2 See [12] for a survey of these algorithms.
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3. Convergence properties of the E,( f,) transformations 
In this section we shall concentrate on results for the sequence { E,,( f,)} with fixed n > 0. As can easily 
be seen from the formal definition (2.1) the convergence of this sequence essentially depends on the 
asymptotic behaviour of {f,} for r + cc. In this case we are able to obtain asymptotic estimates for the 
transforms. For other types of transformed sequences, e.g. for the diagonal sequences { E,( f,)} with fixed 
m > 0, the convergence properties depend on global features of the (f,} sequence and, consequently, they 
are more difficult to prove. 
The convergence theorems stated below generalize our previous extensions [l-3] of results due to Wynn 
[ 131. Only hints are given of the proofs of the theorems. Owing to their algebraic nature, they are 
straightforward generalizations of those in [l-3]. 
We give the following definitions in order to clarify the terms used in the text. 
Definition 3.1. A sequence {A,) approaches asymptotically sequence {B,), i.e. A, - B,, r + 00, if for any 
given small positive quantity E an r,, can be found such that ]A, - B,.]/]A,] < E for r > rO. 
Definition 3.2. Let the limits of sequences (A,) (A, * 0) and { E,,( A,.)) for fixed n 2 1 be zero, and 
lim ]E,,(A,)/A,] = C. 
m-m 
If 0 < C < 1, we shall say that sequence { E,,(A,)) tends to zero better than {A,) for r + cc. If C = 0, the 
convergence of (E,,( A,)) is said to be faster than that of (A,). The convergence is accelerated by the nth 
order transform in the latter case. 
Definition 3.3. Let the sequence { E,,( A,)) for a fixed n 2 1 converge faster to zero than {A,). We then say 
that E,, is pth order accelerative for (A,.), with p 2 1 integer, if 
lim ]mP-‘E,,(A )/A I=0 m m 1 
m-rcc 
lim ]mr”E,,( A,,)/A,] = co. 
?n+cc 
Definition 3.4. Let {A,) be a non-convergent sequence, and 
lim E,(A,)=O 
?l-+m 
for a fixed n 2 1. We then say that the n th order transform regularizes the sequence (A,), assigning the 
value zero to its corresponding base (the anti-limit of {A,), in this case). 
3.1. Newton-Dirichlet-type sequences 
Theorem 3.5. Given the sequence (C,) whose members have the asymptotic representation 
C,- (r+r)‘qrf X,(r+I*)-‘, r-+co 
r=O 
(3.1) 
where x0 = 1, p>, 0, )q/ < 1 (q == 1) and E is a complex number. E,(C,,,) has, for fixed n and m + 00, the 
following asymptotic behaviour 
E,(C,,,) - q”‘+*” [~],,(-l)~n!(m+u)~-~~(q- l)-2n, (3.2a) 
for { 
n~Oandanycomplexe*O, 1,2 ,..., or 
O<n<Eande=O, 1,2 ,..., 
E,,(C,,,)-x,+Iqm+2n(n-e- l)!(n+~+ l)!(q- l)-2”(m+~)-2”-‘, 
forn>&+ 1, E,=O, 1.2 ,..., 
(3.2b) 
where [&In = E(E - l)(~ - 2) . . . (E - n + 1) if n > 0 and [E]~ = 1. 
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Proof. Starting from (2.1) we have 
E,,(C,,,) = H~~~{C,)/~;“‘{A2C,), 
and after showing that 
A2C, - (q - l)‘C,, r+co, 
we obtain, for fixed n and m + co 
J%(c?J - fcwrv[(q- 1)2”fP’wJ]~ 
which after factorizing out the powers of q, transforms into 
%(C,) - 4 ‘“+“‘““+“‘~~~i{o,},[(q_ l)2nq,(,,+r+,t-l)~~“‘)(D,}] 
where {D,} is the sequence 
o,=(r+p&(r+p)-t. 
t=O 
The remaining algebraic steps of the proof involve using the fact that 
noting that for any 77 
AYP+PF [‘lllrb+P)v-r~ P-‘W, (3.3) 
factorizing the powers of (p + IL) out of the determinants, and that 
k-1 
fPYhl,~= tco Mp+r(- w (3.4) 
By keeping only the leading term in the definition of sequence {D,} in the asymptotic calculations, (3.2a) is 
obtained for the general case. This leads to an identically zero estimate for E,,(C,) in the case n > E + 1 
withE=O, 1,2 ,.... By including higher order terms in the calculations for that case, (3.2b) follows. q 
The details of the proof are the same as those of [3, Theorem 2.11 and its extension in [3, Appendix B]. 
The previous results have been extended by the replacements 
m-l-f-,m+p,paO, 
lql< 1 +lql< 1, 4f 1, 
any integer E -+ any complex E. 
Moreover, in the case of (3.2a), this theorem includes results reported in the book by Wimp [14]. 
We consider five significant cases, in order to discuss Theorem 3.5. 
(i) O<lql< 1, &fO, 1,2 ,... En is (2n)th order accelerative for {C,.}, when n >, 1. 
(ii) 0 < 14) < 1, E = 0, 1, 2,. . . En is (2n)th order (for 0 < n f E) and (2n + 1 - E)th order (for n >, E + 1) 
accelerative for (C,). Note that the first E + 1 terms of the sequence are ‘filtered’ in the latter case. 
(iii) 141 = 1, q * 1, E * 0, 1, 2,. . , Re E < 0. E,,(n > 1) is (2n)th order accelerative for (C,), as before. 
(iv) (q( = 1, q* 1, Re E 3 0, E==O, 1, 2 ,.... The transform regularizes the originally non-convergent 
sequence for n such that 2n > Re E. 
(v) jql= 1, qf 1, &=o, 1, 2 ,.... Same discussion as for case (iv) for 2n > E when n f E and for any n 
such that n >, E + 1. Note that the discussion of case (ii) with regards to the ‘filtering’ of terms is also 
relevant in the latter case. 
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Theorem 3.6. Consider the sequence (T,} whose members have the asymptotic representation 
T- (r+p)‘qr+‘sinn,, r+ c9, (3.5) 
with y>O, O<q<l, E*O, 1, 2 ,... but otherwise an arbitrar,! complex number, and 71, = t-8 + 6. with 
0 < 8 c 71 and 6 a given real constant. Define the quantities A’ = t( q- ’ f q), Q = 2( A’- cos e), tg [ = 
A_sin8/(A+cos8-l),O<[,<n,and$= II, - .$. Let n 2 0 be a fixed integer, and let m > 0 belong to the 
infinite set M of integers defined by 
m E M * {sin II,,,+, * 0 ijn is even, or sin $,,+. * 0 ijn is odd}. 
Then, for m + 00, E,,( T,,) has the following asymptotic behaviour: 
E,,(L) - (- Q)-"4 m+n+‘22N(sin 8)2’“-N)[e]h?N!(m + t~)~-*n 
*( sin 9,+,) 
*F-n+ I 
(sin v;+,)~-*~ 
where N =fn (even n) or N = f(n - 1) (odd n). 
(34 
Proof. We first show that 
A2Zr,- Q(r+p+ l)‘q’+*sin$+,, t-3 co, 
and after using this result in 
E,(T,)-H~~~{(r+1_1)~q~+‘sin~,}/H~”’{A~(r+~)~q~+‘sin~,}, m+co, 
and factorizing out the powers of q in the determinants, we obtain the estimate 
E,,(T,) - q 
(n+l)(m+n+l)H;;l~{( r +F)~ sin ~,}/[Qnqn(n’+n+‘)~~m+‘){(r + p)‘sin q:)]. 
The asymptotic evaluation of the Hankel determinants in this equation is then reduced to that of the 
determinants H~“){h,) in 
HAyj{( r + p)Esin n,} - (- l)‘N+“‘“-2N’(sin 8)2’“-N)(sin vI,,+.)2N-n+’ 
* H,$%{h,)H,‘!!‘,{h,), 
where the elements of the sequence (h,} are given by 
h,=(-2sinB)‘[e]r(m+~)E-T. 
The last step leading to (3.6) is finally taken by noting that 
Hi”‘{h,} = [2 sin 0/(m + p)]k”-“(m + ~)ko~~o’([e]r) 
and using again (3.4) as in the proof of the previous theorem. 0 
The detailed type of algebra involved above can be found in [ 1,3]. As particular cases of (3.6) we have 
(1) For 6 = y + an, 5 = 2y, such that tg y = tg tfi cotgh ICY, (0 < y -C tq), q = exp( --a)( CY > 0) we obtain 
[3, Theorem 2.21. As compared with this theorem, the extension here amounts to the replacements 
m+f-+m+p, u>O, 
O<q<l+O<q<l. 
(2) For q = 1 (5 = 7) and 6 = - 47, we obtain [ 1, Lemma 2.21. We restrict our discussion to the results 
of Theorem 3.6 for the transforms with even n, which seem to be the preferable ones from the point of view 
of the sin v,,,+, and sin &+, factors. We consider two significant cases: 
(i) 0 < q < 1 and any E, or, q = 1 and Re E < 0. E, (n 2 1) is pth order accelerative for {T,}, with p >, n. 
(ii) q = 1, Re E 2 0. The transform regularizes the originally non-convergent sequence, for n > Re E. 
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3.2. Oscillating Newton-type sequences 
Theorem 3.7. Consider the sequence {G,} having the asymptotic representation 
G,- (-l)‘[(r+/t)‘+$], r+ cc (3.7) 
where 9 is a constant, p > 0 and E a non-zero complex number. Then, for fixed n > 0 and m + 00, E,( G,,,) has 
the following asymptotic representation: 
[-(n- l)![~],+,], Ree<Oandcp*O, 
E,(G,) - (-1) 
m+n2-2”crn + p)e-2n * 
n![eJnr 
i 
Re E > 0 and any +, or (3.8) 
ReE<Oand+=O. 
Proof. We now note that 
A’G,- -4G,+,, r+ co, 
so that we can write, when m + CCI, 
E,(G,,,)- (-1) “‘“+“Hj~{(( - l)‘G,j/[( - l)“(m+2)4W;‘“+‘){( - l)‘c,)]. (3.9) 
We first consider the case in which Re E -C 0 and $I * 0. Operating on the determinants, we can show that 
Hj”‘{( - l)‘G,} = Z-$“{ A( - l)“G,} = (pHj!‘,{ A( m + p) ‘} f I$‘){ Ar( m + p)‘} 
where the latter determinants can be asymptotically evaluated by using (3.3) and (3.4). After replacement 
of the resulting estimates for Hd”‘{( - l)‘G,) in (3.Q the upper part of (3.7) follows. 
In the other cases, namely when Re E > 0 and I$ is arbitrary, or when Re E d 0 and + = 0, it is clear that 
G, - (- l)‘(r + PL)~, and consequently for s --) cc we have 
H;“‘{( - l)‘G,} - H;“{h’( - l)“(s + p)‘} = H;“‘{A(s + ,u)‘}, 
which can again be estimated by means of (3.3) and (3.4). 0 
Here we have extended [2, Lemma 2.31 by the replacement m + t --, m + p (p >, 0). Furthermore, let us 
note that Theorem 3.7 includes, in particular, the case of sequences having the asymptotic representation 
G,- (-l)‘E B,(r+p)e’, E, f 1, 2, 3,. . . , r-+ 00, 
i-l 
with Re E, > Re .s2 > . . . . In this way, we extend results of [ 13, Theorem 131, regarding sequences with the 
representation 
Do 
G,-(-l>‘C aJ(r+P)‘, al*O, r-03, 
s-1 
as well as their generalization, concerning the case in which a, = a, = . . . = ak_, = 0 (k a 1) and a, * 0 
[Il. 
The relevant cases we can discuss are the following. 
(i) Re E -C 0 and $ * 0. The transform regularizes the originally purely oscillating sequence by ‘filter- 
ing’ the term proportional to $J in (3.7) for n > 1. 
(ii) Re E > 0 and any $I. The transform regularizes an originally divergent sequence for 2n > Re E. 
(iii) Re E < 0 and $I = 0. E,, (n 2 1) is (2n)th order accelerative for (G,). 
Note that cases (ii) and (iii) are actually included in Theorem 3.5 (with q = - 1). 
3.3. Newton-type monotonous sequences 
Theorem 3.8. Let sequence (S,) have the asymptotic representation 
S,-a,/(r+p)k, a,*O, r+ 00 (3.10) 
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where k > 1 and p >, 0. Then E,( S,,, ) has, for fixed n >, 0 and m --) 00, the following asymptotic behaviour: 
E,,(S,,)-a,k!n!/[(n+k)!(m+p)“]. (3.11) 
Proof. We here consider a more convenient definition [ 141 for E,(S,,). which can be readily obtained from 
(2.1) by direct algebraic manipulation of the Hankel determinants: 
E&3,) = H~o,‘,{~S~}/H,(*){~S~). 
By using this expression, and taking account of (3.3) and (3.4) (3.11) follows in the limit when m + M. 0 
This theorem extends results of 113, Theorem 111, which corresponds to the case in which k = 1. 
Comparing with [ 1, Theorem 4.21, only the replacement m + + + m + p (CL > 0) has been made. 
Although (3.11) indicates that for n > 0 E,(S,,,) + 0 better than S,,, (for m -+ CCJ), the transformation is 
not very useful in this case since the asymptotical improvement only involves reducing the members of the 
sequence by the fixed (independent of m) factor n!/(n + k)!. 
4. Final remarks 
It is interesting to discuss our results from the point of view of the base-transient picture. Having (2.3) in 
mind we see that the asymptotic behaviours assumed for (C,}, {T,), {G,) and (S,.) can be though of as 
representing the transients of given sequences. For example, writing qr = ]q]‘exp(iry), C, is a damped 
oscillator function of r, for 141~ 1, with the asymptotic envelope parametrized as rRePjqjr, and the 
transformation is seen to produce new sequences with a faster attenuation. For 141 = 1, (4 * 1) and 
Re E > 0, the asymptotic envelope of {C,} will either increase indefinitely with r (Re E > 0) or tend to no 
particular finite value (Re E = 0), whereas (JZ,(C,)) with n such that 2n > Re E, has a transient converging 
to zero for m + co, thus regularizing the original sequence. In the first case the sequence {E,( CL,)}, with 
n > 0 and C: = (x + PC,, will tend to the limit (Y in a faster way than (C,!), while tending to the anti-limit a 
in the second case. 
Furthermore, Theorem 3.6 deals with asymptotic transients {T} having a more complicated oscillatory 
behaviour, although it essentially is a linear combination of those of the type of (C,). A similar discussion is 
appropriate here regarding the strong attenuation introduced by the transformation. It is seen however, 
that it is not as large as in the case of {C,}. This can be understood in terms of the non-linearity of the 
transformation procedure. 
Finally, we must note that an analogous discussion can be made with regards to the results of Theorems 
3.7 and 3.0. 
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